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Abstract The fabrication of solid-supported artificial

lipid bilayers enriched with biological agents is an impor-

tant step for acquiring more insights into their behavior

from in vitro studies. In this work we demonstrate the

formation of lipid artificial membranes enriched with

ganglioside GM3, whose role in the cell proliferation and

tumor angiogenesis is still an object of extensive investi-

gation. The membranes are formed by fusion of small

unilamellar vesicles (SUV) obtained from the sonication of

multi-lamellar vesicles (MLV) formed from a hydrated

mixture of GM3, brain sphingomyelin and cholesterol. The

effective formation of SUV was confirmed by Dynamic

light scattering (DLS) measurements. The recognition of

the ganglioside in the biomimetic raft like biomembranes is

accomplished via surface plasmon resonance (SPR) by

exploiting the ganglioside affinity with wheat germ

agglutinin (WGA). The affinity constant of the binding

between the inglobated GM3 and WGA has been measured

for three different GM3 molar concentrations. Beside the

effective generation of GM3-enriched biomimetic mem-

branes, our results indicate a decrease in the apparent

WGA–GM3 dissociation constant at increasing GM3

concentrations up to 20 mol%, consistent with clustering

effects of the ganglioside in the fabricated biomembranes.
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Abbreviations

AFM Atomic force microscope

DLS Dynamic light scattering

WGA Wheat germ agglutinin

SUV Small unilamellar vesicle

MLV Multi-lamellar vesicle

HBS HEPES buffer solution

SPR Surface plasmon resonance

PWR Plasmon waveguide resonators

VEGF Vascular endothelial growth factor

uPAR Urokinase plasminogen activator receptor

ssBLM Solid supported lipid bilayer membrane

SM Brain sphingomyelin

POPC 1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine

Chol Cholesterol

CTB Beta subunit of the cholera toxin

Introduction

Systems mimicking the physiological cell membranes on

solid supports (solid-supported bilayer lipid membranes,

ssBLM) are excellent templates for studying their interac-

tions in vitro with several biological molecules (ionic

pumps, signalling agents, etc.…). Many of these molecules

are recruited in particular mobile areas of the cell mem-

brane, called lipid rafts [1], where microenvironmental

effects on their functional properties can occur, with

important pharmacological implications [2, 3].
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Among such molecules, the monosialodihexosylgang-

lioside, GM3, whose abundance in lipid rafts has been

documented by Simons and Ikonen [4], plays important

roles in receptor functions and signal transduction [5], like

for instance the suppression of the phosphorylation of the

epidermal growth factor receptor [6, 7] and insulin receptor

[8, 9] or the recognition of the influenza virus via its

binding to the sialylgalactose structure of GM3 during the

adsorption–fusion process [10]. Other experimental find-

ings [11] indicate that the ganglioside GM3 blocks the cells

proliferation induced by vascular endothelial growth factor

(VEGF) and by the ganglioside GD1a, and it is also able to

inhibit the linking between the urokinase plasminogen

activator receptor (uPAR) and the integrin a5b1 necessary

for the migration of the endothelial cells [12]. Data on the

ability of GM3 to inhibit the growth of tumor cells and

tumor development as well as to increase symptom-free

survival of mice grafted with human brain tumors are

impressive [reviewed in 13]. Exogenous GM3 enrichment

may suppress proliferation of many cancer cell lines [14–

16], as well as inhibit mobility and angiogenesis of endo-

thelial cells [13]. Overall, these effects must be referred to

the supposed property of GM3 to inhibit macromolecular

complexes of growth factor receptors, beta-integrins,

kinases, and the transmembrane protein caveolin-1 acting

as a scaffolding protein on aggregation of growth factor

receptors.

Aiming to obtain an optimized replica of the ganglioside

physiological behavior in vitro, its inglobation in artificial

ssBLM biomembranes whose composition resembles that

of physiological lipid rafts, namely a mixture of sphingo-

meylin (SM) and cholesterol (Chol), is a necessary pre-

requisite. Albeit its relevance, the recruitation of GM3 in

biomimetic membranes and its binding properties to spe-

cific effectors is a scarcely present topic in the literature.

The formation of GM3-enriched sphingomyelin-gluco-

sylceramide mixed monolayers has been investigated with

quartz crystal microbalance [17], while in another approach

[18] the interaction of WGA with synthetic molecules

possessing the same residual of N-acetylneuraminic acid of

GM3 was studied by surface plasmon resonance (SPR).

The generation of raft-like, GM3-rich domains in ssBLM

made of phosphatidylcholine, sphingomyelin and choles-

terol, has been accomplished by Iijima et al [19]. To our

knowledge, this is so far the most exhaustive work on the

self-organization of GM3 in bilayer lipid domains. Many

aspects of the assembly of GM3 have been highlighted

therein, for instance the fact that the organization of GM3

in the lipid rafts of living cells and in ssBLM composed of

chemically defined lipids occurs in a similar way. These

results were obtained thanks to the use of a sophisticated

hardware for ssBLM fabrication and analysis, namely a

Langmuir–Blodgett equipment and high resolution Atomic

Force Microscope, whose resolution capability can be fully

exploited only with the adoption of ultrasmooth mica

substrates (external surface with *0.1 nm root-mean

square roughness) as growth platforms for the biomem-

branes. However, important kinetic aspects related to the

ganglioside organization in ssBLM could not be obtained,

as for instance the variation of the ganglioside affinity for

specific ligands with its concentration in the ssBLM.

In this work we report an alternative simple route to

generate GM3-rich SM/Chol ssBLM onto silica-gold

bilayers. The ssBLM enrichment with ganglioside, which is

the fundamental task of our work, is monitored via SPR

[20, 21] by exploiting the binding affinity between WGA

and GM3 hosted in the SM/Chol ssBLM.

Our method of ssBLM formation is less refined than that

described in [19], and the presence of GM3 in our binary

ssBLM could not be monitored with a local analysis of the

biomembranes, as the spectroscopic response is space-

averaged on the laser spot size (diameter \1 mm). Nev-

ertheless, the SPR spectroscopy has been effective in

demonstrating the formation of ssBLM by liposomes

fusion and in the recognition of GM3 in biomembrane

matrix. Moreover, this technique allowed us to perform

measurements of the WGA-GM3 affinity for different

ganglioside loadings of ssBLM and to infer preliminary

information on the ganglioside organization in these novel

physiological-like structures.

Materials and Methods

The biomimetic membranes are formed by lipid vesicles

fusion that occurs when liposomes are in contact with

hydrophilic SiO2 interfaces [22]. In order to guarantee the

formation of more reproducible lipid bilayers, unilamellar

vesicles are fabricated with a protocol similar to that

described in [23]. First, stock solutions of GM3 and SM

(both purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa

Cruz, CA, and Avanti Polar, Alabaster, AL, respectively)

were obtained by dissolving them at 2 mg/mL GM3 and 5

mg/mL SM in a mixture of CHCl3/MeOH 4:1 by vol (both

purchased from Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA),

while Chol (Avanti Polar) was dissolved at 1 mg/mL in

CHCl3 to obtain the corresponding stock solution. The

stock solutions were diluted and mixed to obtain four GM3

molar concentrations (0, 5, 10, 20 mol%). The different

mixtures GM3x/SM0.6-x/Chol0.4, where x = 0, 0.05, 0.1,

0.2 corresponds to 0, 5, 10, 20 mol% concentrations, were

dried with a gentle flow of nitrogen and subsequently

stored in a vacuum chamber overnight. After the solvent

had completely evaporated, the lipid film was rehydrated

with a total concentration of 1.6 9 10-7 mol/mL using

HBS buffer solution (0.2 mg HEPES, pH 7.4, dissolved in
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10 ml ultrapure water, 0.175 g NaCl dissolved in 10 mL

ultrapure water. NaCl and HEPES were purchased from

Sigma Aldrich, water was of Milli-Q purity, 18 MX cm

resistivity) and vortexed for 30 min. An opalescent yel-

lowish suspension of MLV was obtained, and this was

sonicated at 60 �C for 30 min, to set an optically clear lipid

suspension which consists of an emulsion of unilamellar

vesicles. The distribution of their dimensions was mea-

sured with a dynamic light scattering (DLS) facility

(Malvern Instruments Ltd). The vesicles emulsion obtained

with each of the four GM3 concentrations was then

injected into a PTFE cell that was hermetically sealed by

the hydrophilic face of the optical transducer on which the

vesicles fusion takes place.

The transducers are SF4 plano-parallel glass slides

(Schott glass, refractive index = 1.74 at 633 nm) polished

with a laser grade finish, covered with Au/SiO2 films

deposited with our high-vacuum e-gun-assisted evapora-

tion facility, at a residual pressure of 5 9 10-6 Torr. Both

Au and SiO2 layers have equal nominal thicknesses of

50 nm (Au purity 99.95 % purchased from Goodfellow,

Huntington, UK. SiO2 powder, purity 99.95 %, purchased

from Umicore, Bruxelles, B).The roughness of the trans-

ducer surface was measured with an Atomic Force

Microscope equipment (Nanosurf Easyscan) on a sample

area of 10 9 10 lm. Its root mean square (RMS) value,

averaged from the 19 samples examined, was 0.4 nm, that

is four times higher than that required for a high resolution

AFM analysis (* 0.1 nm).

The uncovered face of the transducer is coupled to the

hypothenuse of a SF4 roof prism with an index matching

oil (Cargille Labs. Cedar Grove, NJ, USA). The group

formed by the prism-transducer-PTFE cell is hosted into

the SPR spectrometer utilized for the optical character-

izations of the fusion of the ssBLM and of the GM3-WGA

binding reactions. The set-up and the SPR measurement

approaches are shown in Fig. 1, while in Fig. 2, for the

major suitability of the reader, we report the flow chart of a

complete measurement run on the ssBLM:GM3.

The SPR spectrometer is a home-made instrument that

exploits the classical Kretschmann scheme [24] in which

the reflectance of a p-polarized collimated laser beam of a

He–Ne laser (wavelength in vacuum: 633 nm) is measured

vs the rotation angle of the optical transducer to obtain the

SPR angular spectrum. This is characterized by the pres-

ence of a dip in the reflectivity at an incidence angle

(resonance angle) that depends on the thickness and

refractive index of the growing layer above the transducer.

Alternatively, the reflectance is measured vs time at a fixed

incidence angle to obtain the kinetic of the analyte-sub-

strate binding reaction (sensorgram).

A first SPR spectrum is taken before the fusion process

begins. Then the sensorgram of the fusion was recorded

setting the spectrometer to an initial reflectivity of 0.3, that

corresponds to the highest resolution of the configuration.

As the process ends, typically after one hour, in order to

check the stability of the membrane, a second SPR spec-

trum was recorded after three rinses.

Fig. 1 Experimental layout and processing. A p-polarized laser beam

impinges on the coupling prism, probes the plasmonic transducer,

coupled to the reaction cell, and is reflected towards the signal

detector. The reference and reflected signals are acquired by a PC,

that drives the rotation of the prism and of the signal detector. When

the refractive index of the solution-transducer interface changes in

response to adsorption phenomena, the SPR spectrum recorded at

t = 0 right shifts to the spectrum (continuous lines), that left shifts

(dashed line) when detaching phenomena occur. Correspondingly, the

sensorgrams (b) have an exponential increase (continuous line) or

decrease (dashed line), respectively
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After the completion of vesicles fusion, the association

between GM3-enriched ssBLM and WGA was tested. This

was accomplished injecting WGA (purchased from Sigma

Aldrich)/HBS solutions at different WGA concentrations

(1.25 , 2.5, 5, 10, 20 lM) into the PTFE cell, and recording

the sensorgrams for each concentration. Besides the for-

mation of WGA-GM3 complexes, weak aspecific accu-

mulation of WGA on ssBLM may a priori occur, and must

be removed. Following usual procedures, we rinsed the

ssBLM with pure HBS three times, which would produce a

fast detachment of weakly bound ligands. Subsequently, we

filled the reaction cell with fresh buffer solution and let the

system stabilize in consequence of the partial detachment of

the WGA specifically bound to GM3, necessary to re-

equilibrate the concentration of bound WGA with the buf-

fer, that is WGA-free after rinsing. Both the rinsing and

stabilization phases are continuously monitored by record-

ing the sensorgrams in real time. So doing, slow or sudden

reflectivity drops can easily identify the dissociation of

specifically or aspecifically bound WGA respectively.

Further verifications of the specificity of WGA-GM3

binding were performed with two different approaches.

First, we used ssBLM without GM3, obtained from the

fusion of GM3-free SUV. After the completion of the

fusion process, GM3-free ssBLM were put in contact with

a 5 lM WGA/HBS solution and the corresponding control

sensorgrams were recorded. Finally, we performed nega-

tive controls, putting in contact ssBLM:GM3 with a 5 lM

solution in HBS of the beta-subunit of the Cholera toxin

(CTB) (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).

Results

The statistics of the vesicles radii obtained after the soni-

cation of the MLV emulsions produced are reported in

Fig. 3, where continuous, dashed and dotted curves corre-

spond respectively to three GM3 concentrations,

[GM3] = 20, 10 , 5 mol%. Two more samples emulsions

were tested with [GM3] = 20 and 10 mol% concentra-

tions to check the reproducibility of the vesicles dimen-

sions. Such tests are reported in the same figure with two

further continuous and dashed curves respectively. These

statistics are unimodal, with average radius (45 ± 15) nm,

indicating the effective formation of small unilamellar

vesicles (SUV). The curves of Fig. 3 show that the radii

distributions are almost independent from the lipids con-

centrations used.

Curve (a) in Fig. 4 reports an example of the SPR

spectra of a solution of vesicles constituted of a GM30.1/

SM0.5/Chol0.4 mixture, while curve (b) shows the spectrum

taken after their fusion on SiO2 and three rinsing cycles,

performed to check the stability of the assembled mem-

brane. Both spectra have the same minimum reflectivity

Rmin = 0.02, while the resonance angle is 1.3� apart.

Similar results were obtained for ssBLM obtained for

[GM3] = 20 and 5 mol%.

Fig. 2 Flow chart of the SPR measurement process

Fig. 3 DLS statistics of the radii of the GM3/SM/Chol unilamellar

vesicles after the sonication. Continuous lines are relative to

[GM3] = 20 mol%, dashed lines are relative to [GM3] = 10 mol%

and dotted line to [GM3] = 5 mol%
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Considering the dielectric constant of SiO2 the value to

be 2.10, the best fitting of the spectrum (a) (continuous

line), allowed us to complete the characterization of the

transducing multilayer. The best fit was performed with

the open source software WINSPALL, freely available on

the Internet, which can be used both to compute the

reflectivity of a plane wave when it impinges on a mul-

tilayer with plano-parallel interfaces or, as in our case, to

determine the optical parameters of a planar stratification

from the best fit of the measured SPR angular spectrum.

The values found for the dielectric constant of Au was

-11.74 ? 1.47i. The thicknesses are 48.9 nm for gold

and 44.2 nm for SiO2, in good agreement with the nom-

inal ones.

The fusion of liposomes on SiO2 layer for the three

considered mixtures is monitored in real time, producing

the sensorgrams reported in Fig. 5.

The reflectivity variations are 0.2 for the formation of

membranes with x = 0.2 and 0.17 for membranes with

x = 0.05 and 0.1, thus the smoothness of the self-assem-

bled membranes is similar. Our SPR measurement method

allowed us to study the association-dissociation kinetics of

WGA with the ssBLM. For each WGA concentration we

used a different ssBLM:GM3, with an overall number of 19

ssBLM examined.

The kinetics of WGA-GM3 binding deserves particular

attention, since, to our knowledge, it has not been previ-

ously studied in a physiological-like ganglioside host. The

sensorgrams are characterized by a fast initial association

kinetic described by the exponential model [25]

DRassðtÞ ¼ DR0ð1� e�kontÞ ð1Þ

where DRass(t) is the reflectivity change vs time, DR0 is the

regime value of the fast part of the kinetic and kon is its

time constant, evaluated by best fitting the experimental

sensorgrams. kon depends on the concentration of the free

WGA via the ligand-receptor dissociation-association

constants, kdiss and kass, respectively. This dependence is

described by the linear relationship [25]

kon ¼ kdiss þ kass½WGA� ð2Þ

where [WGA] is the WGA molar concentration in HBS

and kdiss is the dissociation constant of the complex GM3-

WGA. When the substrate is substituted by HBS alone, the

WGA-GM3 dissociation occurs, following an exponential

kinetic

DRdissðtÞ ¼ ðDRfin þ DR1 � e�kdisstÞ ð3Þ

where DRdiss(t) is the the reflectivity change vs time, DRfin

is its equilibrium value at the end of the dissociation phase

and DR1 is the reflectivity difference between the ends of

the association and dissociation phases.

The quantities Rfin, DR0,1 defined in Eqs.1, 3 depend on

the equilibrium between the concentration of WGA bound

on the ssBLM:GM3 and the free WGA in the buffer

solution. For instance, in the presence of a continuous flow

during the rinsing phases, there is a continuous detachment

of WGA from the ssBLM, so that the overall reflectivity

variation with respect to the initial setpoint (0.3) is

DRfin = 0. On the contrary, in our case, the rinsing stops

after some time. As a consequence, a new equilibrium is

reached with DRfin = 0.

Direct evaluation of both kass and kdiss can in principle

be performed by best fitting of the kon-[WGA] data with the

Fig. 4 SPR spectra obtained before (a) and after (b) the fusion of

SUV with GM30.1/SM0.5/Chol0.4. The Au and SiO2 thicknesses

calculated by the best fit of the spectra (continuos lines) are 48.9 nm

for Au and 44.2 nm for SiO2, while the dielectric constants are

-11.74 ? 1.47i (Au) and 2.10 (SiO2). The HBS buffer solution has a

dielectric constant of 1.769

Fig. 5 Kinetics of the fusion on Au-SiO2 films of SUVs with [GM3]

(from up to down) 20 mol% (a), 10 mol% (b), 5 mol% (c) in the

GM3/SM/Chol lipid mixture
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model described by Eq. 2, but the value of kdiss is often

close to zero and inaccurately defined [25]. Hence, we have

measured kdiss better by removing the free ligand and

directly monitoring the WGA-GM3 dissociation after the

HBS has been injected in the reaction cell. By best fitting

the sensorgrams of the dissociation phases, the value of

kdiss was calculated for each dissociation kinetic. The

association-dissociation kinetics and the control kinetics

(these last recorded with GM3-free ssBLM), have been

embedded with their best-fit in Fig. 6, whose subsections

refer to [GM3] = 20 mol%, [GM3] = 10 mol% and

[GM3] = 5 mol%, respectively.

The average value of kdiss, kdissav, was considered as the

dissociation constant of WGA-GM3 complex for the cor-

responding GM3 concentration in the initial mixture. The

plots of kon versus [WGA] for each GM3 concentration

(Fig. 7), confirmed the linear trends predicted by Eq. 2.

Their best fitting allowed to calculate kass for each GM3

concentration.

Finally, the value of the apparent dissociation constant

KD, whose inverse KD
-1 defines the apparent binding affinity

constant, is calculated as

KD ¼
kdissav

kass

ð4Þ

The values of KD, kass, kdissav are summarized in Table 1

along with the GM3 concentration.

Discussion

The main task of our work was to demonstrate the fabri-

cation of homogeneous and stable SM/Chol ssBLM:GM3.

Indeed, homogeneity and stability are of most concern in

the fabrication of ssBLM biomimetic structures.

Provided that the growth support has a small enough

roughness, the formation of ssBLM via liposomes fusion

onto a hydrophilic surface is a well-assessed route to fab-

ricate homogeneous ssBLM. In our case, the average RMS

roughness of the supports was 0.4 nm, that is of the same

order of magnitude of that exhibited by the ultrasmooth

supports used to perform similar investigations with AFM

Fig. 6 Association and control kinetics during the incubation of

WGA-HBS solutions at various WGA concentrations in contact with

SM/Chol ssBLM:GM3 obtained from the fusion of vesicles at the

three different GM3 loadings 5, 10, 20 mol%. The best fits

(continuous lines) have been superimposed to the experimental traces

Fig. 7 Experimental association rate constants kon and their best-fits

(modeled with Eq. (2)) vs WGA molar concentration. The GM3

molar concentration in the initial lipid mixture are: 5 mol% (filled

square, best fitting: continuous line), 10 mol% (filled triangles, best

fitting: dotted line), 20 mol% (filled circles, best fitting: dashed line)

Table 1 Kinetic constants of the binding process between WGA and

the GM3 inglobated in the artificial SM/Chol ssBLM for different

GM3 concentrations

[GM3] (mol%) kass (M-1 s-1) kdissav (s-1) KD (lM)

5 (5.7 ± 0.6) 9 102 0.009 ± 0.0006 16.0 ± 1.6

10 (7.2 ± 1.4) 9 102 0.0069 ± 0.0005 10 ± 0.7

20 (8.5 ± 2.5) 9 102 0.004 ± 0.0008 5.6 ± 1.3
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equipment [19]. So we expect trends in the SPR spectra

consistent with the formation of homogeneous ssBLM.

Indeed, the right shift of 1.3� of the SPR spectrum with the

unchanged minimum reflectivity, reported in Fig. 4, is a

confirmation that the liposomes fusion has correctly

occurred [26]. Further checks were performed by recording

the SPR spectra after rinses and after the addition of WGA.

In both cases, these spectra (data not shown) remain sta-

tionary or have a left shift with unchanged minima. This

spectral behavior is reflected in stationary or weakly

decreasing control sensorgrams, indicating a weak insta-

bility of the biomembrane. However, rather than an influ-

ence of WGA on the membrane structure, the observed

degradation is more likely due to the presence of a small

amount of non fused or hemifused SUV, that interacts too

weakly with SiO2 and can easily detach from the surface

[22]. Also, we have observed no significant change in the

position of the critical angle [21] with pure buffer solution,

with SUV solutions or by addition of WGA solutions,

indicating that the interference of the bulk solution on the

observed kinetics is negligible.

Finally, the constancy of the minimum reflectivity and

the lack of deformation of the SPR spectra during the

recognition process indicate the correctness of the kinetics

recording procedure at a constant interrogation angle. This

method is alternative to the widely used one consisting in

recording the shifts of the angular positions of the reflec-

tivity minima (namely the plasma angles) vs time [21, 27].

The presence of GM3 in the ssBLM was verified by two

different measurements. First, we measured the refractive

index difference between the ganglioside free- ssBLM and

that of the GM3-rich ssBLM. Indeed, the recruitation or

recognition events may lead to a significative variation of

the ssBLM refractive index, that can thus be exploited as a

tool to detect the incorporation of physiological agents. For

instance, in [23] a decrease in the refractive index (-0.085)

of a POPC ssBLM was found as a consequence of the

recruitation of the protein b-amyloid in the ssBLM, and

was attributed to the partial loss of lipid packing due to the

amyloid-membrane interaction. Similar rearrangement

phenomena can also lead to mechanical-optical anisotropic

rearrangements of ssBLM, producing different refractive

index changes for s and p polarizations, even of opposite

signs, monitorable with another plasmonic tool, namely the

Plasmon Waveguide Resonator (PWR) technique [28].

In our case, we calculated the refractive index of the

ssBLM by best fitting the SPR spectrum after the lipo-

somes fusion has occurred. Supposing that the membrane

has a thickness of 5.5 nm, namely the same value reported

for similar ones enriched with the ganglioside GM1 [22],

the best fit gives a refractive index of 1.525, lower than that

(1.555) found for membranes formed from GM3-free lipids

mixtures. This decrease is analogous to the observation

reported in [23], so we assume that also in our case a loss in

lipids packing has been induced on SM0.6/Chol0.4 mem-

branes by the presence of GM3.

Albeit the recruitation processes can thus be monitored

via the induced refractive index changes, affordable mea-

surements require the precise evaluation in situ of the

thickness and refractive index of the biomembrane before

its local modification occurs, a complex task to get by the

SPR technique. Thus, our preliminary indication of the

effective GM3 presence has been more directly verified

with successive experiments where SPR monitored the

WGA-GM3 binding.

As SPR is a label-free technique, it is necessary to

ensure that aspecific interactions between the analyte and

the adsorbing host have negligible effects. The specificity

was tested both with control kinetics using GM3-free

ssBLM and with negative controls on GM3-enriched

ssBLM, by recording the kinetics in the presence of a 5 lM

amount in HBS solution of the beta-subunit of the cholera

toxin (CTB), that has been demonstrated to exhibit no

detectable affinity with GM3 recruited in POPC ssBLM

[29].

The lack of interaction of WGA with GM3-free ssBLM

is demonstrated by the substantial stability of the control

traces reported in Fig. 6. A similar trend was found in the

negative tests performed with CTB, in agreement with the

results of [29]. Another check on the aspecific binding of

WGA due to its weak accumulation on the SM/Chol

ssBLM:GM3 was performed by recording the sensorgrams

after the rinses following the association phases. Actually,

the sensorgrams did not suffer significant changes, indi-

cating that aspecific weak binding of WGA was not the

main concern. The sensorgrams of Fig. 6 definitely dem-

onstrate the specific recognition of GM3, and as a conse-

quence the successful achievement of our goal, namely the

generation of SM/Chol ssBLM:GM3.

Even if the GM3 presence is the necessary prerequisite

to exploit these ssBLM fruitfully, many of the GM3-

dependent biological effects are still waiting for a mecha-

nistic explanation based on the role that the ganglioside

enrichment plays in affecting its properties throughout its

organization in the lipid matrix, like for example, the

affinity with critical lipid-raft-associated molecules, or also

with other non-rafts ligands like WGA. In this last case, the

variation of the affinity of GM3 hosted in SM/Chol ssBLM

may thus be exploited as a tool to obtain information on the

organization of the ganglioside in the physiological lipid-

raft domains. Aiming to obtain preliminary indications in

this direction, we carried out measurements on the WGA-

GM3 affinity using ssBLM:GM3 at various GM3 enrich-

ments. A decreasing trend of the apparent dissociation

constant kdissav was found (Table. 1), passing from

(16.0 ± 1.6) lM at [GM3] = 5 mol% to (5.6 ± 1.3) lM
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at [GM3] = 20 mol%, while the dissociation constants

kdiss decreases with enrichment. A similar effect has been

previously observed, like for instance in the case of the

binding between chymotrypsin and recombinant chymo-

trypsin inhibitor CI-2 [25].

As anticipated, to our knowledge these are the first

results on the binding between WGA and GM3 hosted in a

binary ssBLM environment resembling the composition of

lipid rafts, so only a rough comparison with other GM3-

hosting biomembranes can be made. In [18] the affinity of

WGA for a synthetic molecule, the N-acetyl-D-glucosamine

(GlcNAc), possessing the same residual of N-acetylneu-

raminic acid of GM3, was measured with SPR. In this case,

the apparent dissociation constant spanned from 44 to

165 lM depending on the concentration of GlcNAc (100

nM to 5 mM). Although the large difference between our

membrane model (that is a bilayer membrane) and the tests

reported in [18], where WGA was immobilized on a

BIAcore sensing chip instead of GM3 (that had the role of

analyte), KD of the same order of magnitude were found,

showing a similar extent of WGA-GM3 binding strength.

A system more similar to our ssBLM has been consid-

ered in [17], where the binding of WGA to GM3 loaded on a

non-immobilized sphingomyelin monolayer in a (5/95)

mol% composition was studied. The apparent dissociation

constant, as computable from the reported data, results in

KD = 12.5 lM, which is in good agreement with that found

by us for the same composition. Findings of [17] also

indicate another similarity, that is, the increasing trend in

the WGA-GM3 binding strength with [GM3]. Indeed, both

binding rates and the maximum bound mass of WGA

increase until [GM3] = 20 mol%, that is the concentration

maximizing their values. These observations are consistent

with the modulation of the recognition process of ganglio-

sides in lipid membranes induced by cluster effects, whose

occurrence was established quite some time ago [30].

Depending on the ganglioside structure and hosting

matrix, clustering can produce either an increase, as in our

case, or a decrease (negative clustering effect) of the

apparent affinity for a given ligand, as in the relevant case of

the binding of ganglioside GM1 with CTB [17, 31, 32]. For

instance, the increase of the apparent affinity with [GM3] in

phospholipid matrices was explained in [17] with the fact

that when GM3 is present in amounts much lower than

20 mol%, the ganglioside-lipid matrix interaction partially

hides the anchoring sites and prevents WGA binding,

resulting in its lower avidity. As [GM3] increases, the

ganglioside tends to form clusters that prevent its interac-

tion with the lipids matrix, setting free more anchoring sites

for binding to GM3, that in this way can optimally exploit

the four binding sites of WGA for sialic acid [33].

In conclusion, we have reported on the generation of

stable SM/Chol ssBLM hosting the ganglioside GM3 on a

plasmonic support. The effective presence of this ganglio-

side in the biomembranes was detected by SPR measure-

ments, by exploiting the affinity of GM3 with WGA. This

method also allowed us to measure the apparent dissociation

constant of WGA-GM3 complexes for three different GM3

enrichments. It exhibits a decrease with GM3 concentration

in ssBLM, suggesting the occurrence of clustering effects of

GM3 in the artificial biomembrane at increasing ganglioside

concentrations. However, the assessment of definitive con-

clusions on the GM3 organization in our SM/Chol artificial

biomembranes would require more dedicated investigations

to better clarify the factors that influence the binding of the

hosted GM3 to WGA, as for example the cholesterol

abundance, that modulates the lipids packing in the lipid raft

domains, and pH, that is 7.4 ± 0.1 in the extracellular

environment (thus very close to that adopted by us), but is

around 6.8 inside the cell.

The simple diagnostic method based on SPR gives only

space-averaged information on the GM3 presence in the

ssBLM, but was anyhow effective to demonstrate the

validity of the proposed route to fabricate ganglioside

enriched ssBLM, to monitor the quality of the biomem-

branes, and to detect a receptor enrichment. The method

seems to be particularly simple and suitable both to eval-

uate the apparent dissociation constant of GM3 as well as

of other recruitable receptors, and to infer information on

their reorganization ways in the ssBLM, that modulate the

recognition process of ligands. How such receptors and the

complexes that they can form are organized within lipid-

rafts is still a matter of scientific debate. The possibility to

fabricate easily GM3-enriched solid-supported binary

ssBLM resembling the composition of physiological lipid

rafts, as described in this work, may offer a new tool to

provide a scientific basis to the biological observations.
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